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ECENT clinical experiments '-~ indicating that electrical stimulation of the cerebellar surface might be therapeutically beneficial to patients with intractable, nonfocal epilepsy led to a renewed interest in determining whether the cerebellum may alter neuronal activity in experimentally induced epileptic foci. As a result, experimental studies have been performed in a variety of animal models. For example, Hutton, et al., 7 used the penicillin focus model in acute animal preparations. More recently, the sole administration of penicillin, pentylenetetrazol, or chloralose, or the combination of enflurane and a sensory stimulus in awake animals was used to create four different animal models of epilepsy that seem to bear behavioral and electroencephalographic (EEG) manifestations corresponding to those observed in some human Diagram illustrating the assignment of the animals to the protocols. Female animals were randomly assigned before surgery to either the control group or experimental group. The latter group received twice as many animals as the control group, since the animals in this group were subsequently randomly assigned to either the unstimulated or stimulated group before the injection of the penicillin. seizure disorders. 1~ Other models that most closely resemble psychomotor epilepsy were produced by the injection of cobalt into the hippocampus. 1 In addition, some investigators employed electrical stimulation to evoke afterdischarges in the septum, 11 whereas others used the augmenting response of the thalamocortical system, s
In all of these studies, the effect of stimulating the cerebellar cortex on abnormal EEG activity produced by each experimental model was observed either qualitatively or quantitatively. The results from these experiments were often inconclusive (see Myers, et al., Table 11~ and did not convincingly determine whether stimulation of the cerebellar surface can affect seizure activity in these animal models. One of the reasons for the differences observed between the reported effects of cerebellar stimulation might in part have depended upon the differences in the strength and characteristics of the abnormal neuronal activity of the various seizure foci, as well as on the differences in the parameters and locations used for stimulating the cerebellar surface? ~ Equally important, however, are the differences in the degree to which these experiments were statistically designed and the extent to which the data were quantitatively evaluated.
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The present experiments were undertaken to re-evaluate the effect of electrically stimulating the cerebellar surface on the abnormal neuronal activity of penicillin foci, using an experimental protocol which was designed according to strict statistical rules. The results demonstrated that the abnormal activity of these seizure foci was extremely variable between animals of the same group and, as a consequence, the statistical comparison of most of the calculated parameters between the control and treated groups indicated that many of the observed differences could have resulted by chance with high probability, rather than as a consequence of stimulating the cerebellar surface. However, the data also indicated that stimulation of the cerebellar surface increased the number of seizures of short duration with respect to the control group. Further, when stimuli were applied that evoked responses of large amplitude in the sensorimotor cortex, the total number of seizures was reduced with respect to the mean of the control group.
Materials and Methods
Experiments were performed on 68 female cats (including seven preliminary experiments) weighing between 2.0 and 3.5 kg. (Females were preferred because of their greater abundance.) All 61 animals in the experimental sequence were randomly assigned at the outset of the experiment to one of two groups ( Fig. 1) , with the experimental group having twice as many animals as the control group. In the experimental group, the dura over the vermis of the posterior lobe was cut, and a cerebellar stimulating electrode was placed over the vermis of the anterior lobe. In the control group, only the dura over the vermis of the posterior lobe was cut. Following surgery, but before injection of the penicillin, the animals in the experimental group were randomly assigned to either the stimulated or the unstimulated group.
All animals were initially anesthetized with halothane, intubated with a 5-mm pediatric endotracheal tube, and artificially respired following the intravenous administration of 0.5 cc gallamine triethiodide (Flaxedil). Blood pressure was measured continuously by a catheter placed in the femoral artery. Endexpiratory CO2 concentration was monitored throughout the experiment and maintained between 3.5% and 4.5%. The normal body temperature (39 ~ C) of the animal was maintained at • ~ C with a feedback device. Following these initial preparations, the animals were placed in a stereotaxic holder and immediately underwent transection of the spinal cord at the C1-2 level to prevent excessive movements during the later recording period. This procedure was preferred to paralyzing the animal with additional Flaxedil, since the effect of this drug on central synapses and on the activity in penicillin foci was unknown.
The cerebellar-stimulating electrode* was inserted through a very small opening over the vermis of the posterior lobe and was then advanced forward so that it rested over the posterior vermis of the anterior lobe, usually on its lateral surface contralateral to the penicillin focus. After placement, the electrode was sutured in place and the incision closed.
Subsequently, the sensorimotor cortex was exposed. Two silver wire electrodes were cemented in place; one was placed on the dura above the occipital lobe (reference electrode) and the other on the cortical surface within 1 to 2 mm from the injection site (recording electrode). The cortical EEG activity was amplified by a P511 Grass preamplifiert and recorded on a Brush strip chart recorder.:[: Sodium penicillin (20,000 units dissolved in 20 #1 normal saline) was injected through a broken glass micropipette over a period of 20 minutes (approximately 1 mm deep) into the right sensorimotor cortex. The freshly diluted penicillin was mixed with Evans blue dye to allow visualization under the microscope of any possible leakage of the injected material along the shaft of the micropipette. During the surgical exposure and the period of injection, the cortical surface was continuously moistened with a warm saline drip (39 ~ C).
After the injection, the craniectomy was closed with a Silastic sheet, over which a layer of dental cementw was placed to form a rigid *Cerebellar surface electrodes were constructed by Medtronics, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota.
tPreamplifier manufactured by Grass Instrument Co., 101 Old Colony Avenue, Quincy, Massachusetts.
?Brush strip chart recorder manufactured by Gould, Inc., Instrument Systems Division, 3631 Perkins Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio. w orthodontic resin made by L. D. Caulk Co., Milford, Delaware.
cover. All openings were subsequently sutured while the animal was still anesthetized with halothane. At this time (2 to 3 hours after beginning the surgery), the initial dosage of Flaxedil was no longer effective as evidenced by the facial movements which correlated with the activity recorded from the penicillin focus. The animals were removed from the stereotaxic holder and placed in a sound-and light-proof box for the subsequent 5-hour recording period. Throughout the duration of the recording period, the temperature, blood pressure, and endexpiratory CO2 were continuously monitored, because variations in these parameters were known from previous studies and our own preliminary experiments to influence the activity in penicillin foci? ,12,18
The cerebellar surface was stimulated bipolarly with electrical pulses applied at a frequency of 10/sec with platinum plates embedded in Silastic (7.6 sq mm surface area/plate). The stimulus was capacitatively coupled and had a peak current density of 26.0 mA/sq cm and a duration of 0.1 msec. This stimulus strength was previously shown to activate cerebellar afferents, neurons in the cerebellar nuclei and reticular formation in the cat. 3 To test the effectiveness of the stimuli in activating the neuronal elements in the cerebellar cortex, the response evoked by stimulating the cerebellar surface was obtained by averaging by computer 128 consecutive responses recorded from the sensorimotor cortex just before the injection of the penicillin. In addition, the conditioning effect of cerebellar-surface stimulation on the cortical response evoked by stimulation of the face in the distribution of the trigeminal nerve was determined. For this purpose, the trigeminal afferents were electrically activated through needles inserted subcutaneously near the whiskers while the animals were still anesthetized with halothane. The trigeminal evoked response was recorded from the cortical surface by averaging 128 consecutive responses (Fig. 9 B, Trig.). Next, trigeminal evoked responses were conditioned by stimuli applied to the cerebellar surface (conditioning interval = 10 ms) (Fig. 9 C) . The changes in the amplitudes of the primary and secondary components were obtained by subtracting the on-line averaged response evoked by stimulating the cerebellar surface alone ( response conditioned by the cerebellarsurface stimulus. The result (Fig. 9 D) was then c o m p a r e d to the averaged control response evoked by trigeminal nerve stimulation alone.
P r e l i m i n a r y studies indicated that halothane anesthetic can profoundly affect the activity in a penicillin focus (Fig. 2) . In addition, this anesthetic can also significantly reduce the excitability of neurons in the cerebellar nuclei. 2 Therefore, in all animals the halothane anesthetic was terminated after completion of the surgery and closure of all incisions. The 5-hour recording period was started 40 minutes after the halothane anesthetic was terminated. Preliminary indications suggested that the effects of halothane on the activity in a penicillin focus (Fig. 2 ) and the neurons in the cerebellar nuclei 2 were to a large extent reversed after this time period.
Following the 5-hour recording time, all animals were perfused with formalin and the cerebellum exposed. The cerebral cortex as well as the cerebellum were removed and stored in formalin for later examination by a person not involved in other aspects of the experiment. The cerebella for all three groups were evaluated for hemorrhage, and placement and depression of the electrode.
The activity in each penicillin focus recorded over a 5-hour period was analyzed in 10-minute periods. The criterion for the occurrence of a seizure was an increase in recording amplitude above background EEG that lasted for at least 2 seconds. The paroxysmal spikes were not included but short afterdischarges which sometimes follow them were tabulated if they lasted at least 2 seconds. In each 10-minute recording period, the duration of each seizure was measured and tabulated on computer cards for later processing and calculation of the parameters on the Health Sciences CDC 3300 computer. The evaluation of the effectiveness of cerebellar-surface stimulation involved the statistical comparison between the parameters of either the unstimulated or the stimu-C e r e b e l l a r s t i m u l a t i o n a n d penicillin seizure loci Since the variability of the parameters characterizing the activity of the penicillin focus among the animals from any one group was unknown for the present experimental protocol, a preliminary study was undertaken in seven cats, all of which were surgically prepared according to the protocol established for the animals assigned to the control group. Following the tabulation of the data from these experiments, the number of seizures was determined for successive 10-minute periods for each animal. Then the average number of seizures in corresponding 10-minute periods was calculated for all seven animals. These averaged values and the corresponding standard deviations were then plotted with respect to time (Fig. 3 A) . During the first ll0 minutes of recording time, the variability in the number of seizures between animals was relatively small compared to the observed variability at later times. In addition, the mean values for the total number of seizures, total seizure time, and the time per seizure were evaluated and are shown in Table 1 .
From this preliminary study, it was concluded that if 14 experiments per group were performed in the experimental sequence, the mean value of the total seizure time and the mean number of seizures during the initial 110 recording minutes (see Table l ) would be expected to be within at least 8% of the true mean of their distribution, whereas the mean values of the total number of seizures per animal and time per seizure would only be expected to be within 23% of their respective true mean (see Table 1 ). Therefore, these observations indicated that, for any treatment to be effective, the mean value of the *The statistical tests performed on each of these parameters suggested that, if 14 experiments were performed, the mean value of the total seizure time and the number of seizures per 10-minute interval during the initial 110 minutes of recording time would be expected to be within 8 7o of their true mean value, whereas the mean values of the remaining parameters, total number of seizures and time per seizure would be within 23 ~ of their respective true means.
parameters of the treated group would have to differ from the mean of the control group by at least 8% or 23%, respectively (95% confidence interval), assuming that the distributions characterizing the parameters of the control group in the experimental sequence would be similar to those obtained from the preliminary experiment. On the basis of these observations, it was decided to begin stimulation of the cerebellar surface at the onset of the 5-hour recording period and to evaluate its effectiveness in altering the activity of the penicillin focus over the entire recording period since the duration of cerebellar stimulation could also be regarded as a treatment parameter.
Results
A total of 61 experiments were performed to obtain the 14 animals required for each of the three groups (control, unstimulated, and stimulated). Nineteen experiments were excluded from the protocol exclusively for the reasons indicated in Table 2 . The difference in the number of animals discarded from the protocol between each group was not statistically significant (x 2 test). For the remaining 42 experiments, the mean number of seizures during successive recording periods was calculated for each group. Figure  3 illustrates the mean values and appropriate standard deviation for the control (Fig. 3 B) , the unstimulated (Fig. 3 C) , and the stimulated groups (Fig. 3 D) . The number of seizures in the individual foci of each group was extremely variable as indicated by the large standard deviation with respect to the mean value for each 10-minute period. As a consequence, the statistical comparison of the mean values between the control group and the experimental groups indicated that the differences observed in the mean number of seizures might have occurred by chance with high probability rather than as the result of any treatment, for instance, the placement of the electrode or electrical stimulation (twosided t-test). In addition, the mean values for the total number of seizures in the experimen- tal groups were seemingly different from those of the control group (Table 4) , but because of a large standard deviation within each group, these differences could not be ascribed to the treatments. An attempt was made to gain an understanding of the large variation in the number of seizures between animals of each group. A comparison of the plots representing the average number of seizures in successive 10-minute intervals revealed that the activity in a penicillin focus could change significantly during the 5-hour recording period. For example, in a single experiment illustrated in Fig. 4 , the number of seizures changed drastically, increasing from a value below the mean number of seizures for the group to values two standard deviations beyond the mean value. The comparison of the recorded data obtained from the 10-minute intervals previous to the sudden change (Fig. 4 A) with the 10-minute periods during which the number of seizures was drastically increased (Fig. 4 B and Fig. 5 ), indicated an abrupt change in the recorded activity of the penicillin focus. In particular, the average duration of the seizures was much shorter during the periods when the number of seizures was larger. Most seizures during these periods consisted of irregularly occurring paroxysmal spikes followed by an afterdischarge lasting for only a few seconds. This pattern of activity was quite different and in contrast to the activity recorded during Fro. 4. Comparison of the mean number of seizures in successive 10-minute recording periods (graph above) with the recorded data (A, B). Before the sudden change in the mean number of seizures (A), the pattern of activity was quite regular, that is, the seizures were of longer duration and were followed by a depression of activity and subsequent paroxysmal spikes. In Period B, the pattern of activity changed drastically and consisted of irregularly occurring paroxysmal spikes followed by an afterdischarge lasting for only a few seconds (see also earlier periods, in which the seizures were of longer duration and were followed by a depression of activity and subsequent occurrence of several paroxysmal spikes (Fig. 4  A) . This latter pattern of neuronal activity was regularly observed in those experiments in which the number of seizures was approximately the same as the mean number of seizures for the particular group (Fig. 6 A  and B) .
These observations suggest that the effectiveness of stimulating the cerebellar surface should also be evaluated with respect to the duration rather than the number of seizures. Therefore, histograms of the durations of all seizures from each animal were constructed. Even though the configurations of these histograms were quite variable, they could be classified into four distributions (Fig. 7) . The histograms of the first distribution were unimodal with a m a x i m u m number of seizures with very short durations and a rapid decline from this m a x i m u m (Fig. 7 A) . The histo-FIG. 7. Four histograms constructed from the durations of seizures recorded from different penicillin foci. These histograms were classified as follows: A: Unimodal distribution with a maximum number of seizures of 2-to 3-second duration. B: Unimodal distribution with a mode usually between 7 to 10 seconds and with only a few seizures of short duration. C: Multimodal with large-amplitude differences between modes. D: Multimodal with small-amplitude differences between modes.
grams characterizing the second type of configuration were also unimodal, but their mode was usually between 7 and 10 seconds and had a very small number of seizures of very short duration (Fig. 7 B) . The third consisted of a multimodal distribution with a very large difference in the amplitudes between modes (Fig. 7 C) . The fourth was also multimodal but with small amplitude differences between modes (Fig. 7 D) . In order to determine Cerebellar stimulation and penicillin seizure foci whether the treatments had any effect on the characteristics of these distributions, a person uninvolved in the experiment was asked to categorize the histograms according to the above criteria and tabulate them with respect to the three experimental groups (Table 3) . Even though differences in the number of histograms in each category were observed among the three groups, the X 2 test indicated that these differences could have occurred by chance with high probability, and hence could not be ascribed to treatment effects.
This conclusion was not supported by the comparison of the histograms that combined the durations of all seizures from all animals in each group (Fig. 8) . The control group and the stimulated group demonstrated a very large number of short seizures (of 2-second *Even though the mean values of these parameters of the stimulated or unstimulated groups differed from those of the control group, these differences could not be ascribed to the treatments since they could have occurred by chance with high probability. duration) whereas the unstimulated group did not show a significant number of short seizures with respect to larger ones. Using the X ~ test, we found that the comparison of the three distributions indicated that there was a significant difference between the histograms of the treated groups and the control group. However, the mean values and standard deviations for the total seizure time per animal in each group were not significantly different (Table 4) . When the average time per seizure and animal was calculated, the treated animals seemed to have greater average seizure time, but the difference was not significant at the p = 0.05 level.
The question was then raised whether some of the differences among the parameters within an experimental group, especially in the unstimulated and stimulated groups, could result from either the placement of the electrode or the effectiveness of the cerebellar stimulus to activate the neural substrates. Since the histological evaluation of the cerebella indicated that the electrode impression on the cerebellar surface and the associated hematoma were different from animal to animal, a difference in the seizure activity between animals of the same group might have resulted from the placement of the electrode. This conjecture was evaluated by correlating the histological findings with the total number of seizures of the corresponding animal. However, the correlation was not significantly different from zero (coefficient = 0.36).
The very large differences in the number of seizures among animals in the stimulated group could have resulted from differences in the effectiveness of the cerebellar stimulus in altering seizure activity. In order to assess this possibility, the response evoked by the cerebellar stimulus was recorded from the surface of the sensorimotor cortex before the injection of the penicillin (Fig. 9 A) . In 10 of 12 experiments in the stimulated group,* responses of different amplitudes and with averaged latency of 10.2 ms (1.63 ms SD) were evoked by the cerebellar surface stimulus. The amplitude values for each cerebellar evoked response were correlated with the total number of seizures for the appropriate animal. These calculations indicated that these two parameters were independent, since the correlation coefficient (-0.51) was not different from zero at the 0.05 level of significance. The primary component of the trigeminal evoked response (Fig. 9 B) was affected in nine experiments by the cerebellar-surface stimulus. The response was increased on the average by 19% in three animals and decreased in six of them (mean 41%, 13% SD). The secondary component was affected in eight experiments; in two of these experiments, the response was increased (average 51%), whereas in six of them, the response was decreased by an average of 44% (33% SD). The percent changes of amplitude of the primary and secondary components were compared to the total number of seizures from the corresponding animal. The correlation for the primary component was *Note as a result of camera failure, the records of the cerebellar evoked response in two animals were not available for a quantitative evaluation. 0.37, whereas for the secondary component, it was -0.03, indicating that the effectiveness of the cerebellar-surface stimulus in altering the amplitudes of either primary or secondary components was independent of the differences observed in the total number of seizures.
Discussion
Experimental evidence that cerebellar stimulation can effectively alter the abnormal neuronal activity in experimentally induced epileptic foci in animals is important in contemplating use of this procedure for treating patients with intractable epilepsy. First, such information would provide an important neurophysiological basis for ongoing and future clinical trials. Second, if a suitable model can be established, and if cerebellar surface stimulation can be demonstrated to affect seizure activity in a well designed statistical study, the efficacy of various stimulus parameters and locations can be systematically investigated. Third, the outcome of such a study would provide appropriate models for investigating the mechanisms and pathways essential for mediating the effectiveness of cerebeUar stimulation. As a consequence of the clinical importance of additional experimental evidence, several studies have recently been reported that used different animal models and experimental designs to determine successfully whether cerebellar stimulation may, in fact, reduce the severity of seizure activity. 1~ However, many of these studies were not statistically designed, and, in addition, often did not adequately quantify the data.
The present experiments were designed to circumvent some of the shortcomings of previous studies by using the following criteria: 1) the animals were assigned randomly to control, stimulated, and unstimulated groups; 2) the histological and physiological measurements, and the surgery were performed in double-blind fashion; 3) the data were analyzed quantitatively; and 4) changes in factors extraneous to those directly related to the activity in the penicillin focus and the action of the cerebellar output on the focus were minimized. The control of the fourth criterion was achieved by reducing gross movements of the animal with a cervical transection of the spinal cord rather than by using a continuous Flaxedil infusion, by recording from an awake, unanesthetized animal (see Methods), and by controlling temperature and end-expiratory CO2. The regulation of the latter two parameters was thought to be very important to this study, since previous studies as well as our own preliminary experiments indicated that the number and duration of seizures were drastically affected by any variations of both temperature and end-expiratory CO2. 9,12,13
The choice of the acute penicillin focus as an animal model was based on several considerations. First, the model had been previously found to be a satisfactory one for the quantitative evaluation of the effectiveness of anticonvulsant drugs. 12 Second, the focus could be generated within minutes, and the effectiveness of the electrical stimulus on the activity could be assessed within hours. Third, the predicted number of animals needed for a statistical evaluation of the study was economically feasible. However, despite these factors, the choice of this model may still have been inappropriate for testing the therapeutic effectiveness of cerebellar stimulation, since the abnormal neuronal activity in the focus could have been too strong to allow any statistically significant modification of its characteristics by cerebellar stimulation. The strength of the focus in the present experiment (20,000 units) was chosen because the data of Stark, et al., ~ indicated that the mean values of the parameters characterizing the activity of the foci induced by the injection of 20,000 units of penicillin were not statistically different from those representing the activity of the foci created by the injection of either 15,000 or 60,000 units. In addition, preliminary experiments suggested that the injection of 20,000 units resulted in a penicillin focus of which the activity invariably consisted of both paroxysmal spikes and ictal activity, a requirement felt to be essential for the study of the effectiveness of cerebellar-surface stimulation.
The quantitative assessment of the data from the preliminary study indicated that 14 experiments per group would be sufficient to allow a determination of the effectiveness of the cerebellar-surface stimulation in altering the number of seizures. This inference, however, assumed that the distributions of the various parameters in the preliminary experiments were the same as those for the control group. However, the activity of the penicillin loci in the experimental sequence varied considerably as compared to the values for the preliminary study, indicating that the data from preliminary experiments might not have represented an unbiased sample of the distribution of the parameters.
The variations in the number of seizures between animals of the same group in the experimental series meant that a large number of additional experiments would have to be performed in order to insure that the observed mean would be within the 95% confidence interval established for the preliminary experiment (within 15% of the mean value). As a consequence, the statistical comparison of the mean number of seizures between control and treated groups, the null-hypothesis being that they are equal, yielded no statistically significant differences, even though upon qualitative inspection, differences in the mean number of seizures seemed obvious in some cases. Hence, we may ask, how much cerebellarsurface stimulation would have to decrease the mean number of seizures in order to conclude statistically that the treatment was effective in reducing seizure activity. Given the mean number of seizures and the standard deviation of the control group, the mean number of seizures expected to be statistically different from the mean of the control group at the p = 0.05 level was calculated for each 10-minute period, assuming initially that an increase in the effectiveness of cerebellarsurface stimulation would mainly affect the mean number of seizures of the stimulated group but not the variability. Figure 10 illustrates the results from these calculations. The shaded area represents the region in which no significant differences in the mean number of seizures between treated and control groups would be detected. Notice that the data from the stimulated group (triangles) was entirely within the shaded area. If, in addition, the standard deviations of the treated group were reduced by one-third, then the shaded region in Fig. 10 would be narrower, but only by a small amount, since the standard deviation of the control group was large. However, this change in variability would be just large enough to place the mean number of seizures in the first and second 10-minute periods outside the shaded area. These calculations clearly demonstrate that the shaded area in Fig. 10 was too wide for small effects of cerebellar-surface stimulation to be FIG. 10. Illustration of the region (shaded) in which no significant differences in the mean number of seizures between the stimulated and control groups could be detected given the variability of this parameter. The mean values of the stimulated group were entirely within this area. To conclude that cerebellar-surface stimulation decreased seizure activity (that is, points for the stimulated group occurring outside the shaded area), the mean number of seizures in each 10-minute interval would have had to have been reduced from the corresponding value of the control group by at least one-third.
detectable. In order to be able to conclude that cerebellar-surface stimulation can decrease seizure activity in the penicillin focus, the mean number of seizures in each 10-minute interval would have to be reduced from the corresponding values of the control group by at least one-third so that they would lie outside the shaded region in Fig. 10 . In addition, a reduction in the variability between animals in the control and the stimulated groups would also narrow the shaded region, and more subtle effects of cerebellar stimulation could then be observable.
The question arises why the activity of individual penicillin foci was more variable than the activity in similar foci reported by other investigators. For example, using the normalization procedure of Stark, et al.12 (expressing the number of seizures during the third and fourth half-hour periods as a percent of the number of seizures recorded during the first hour), the mean values and standard deviations for the control group were 139 + 70 for the third and 196 4-173 for the fourth period in the present study, whereas in the experiments of Stark, et al.,l~ these values were 130 4-29.7 and 113 -4-50.4, respectively, for a focus created by the injection of 30,000 units of penicillin. TM The reasons for the differences between their data and ours might have resulted from several factors. First, in our studies, the data from all animals, regardless of type of recordings, were included in the protocol. Only when complications were encountered during surgery or when the monitored physiological parameters did not fall within pre-established limits were any data discarded (Table 2) . Whether similar criteria were established by Stark, et al., TM was not evident from their description. Second, the animals in the present study were unanesthetized and were not paralyzed with Flaxedil. Instead, they were partially immobilized by sectioning the spinal cord at the C1-2 level. Since the twitching of the facial musculature during ictal events increased, the sensory inputs to the epileptic focus from the entire head area could have affected the activity in the focus. It was unknown, however, whether the elimination of sensory input with the administration of Flaxedil would have reduced the variability and whether the continuous administration of this drug TM would have affected the activity in the penicillin focus via its effect on central synaptic mechanisms.
The observation that the amplitude of the cerebellar evoked response seems to vary independently of the total number of seizures recorded from the same animal might in -FIG. 11 . Relationship of the total number of seizures to the amplitude of the cerebellar evoked response obtained from the same animal. For the data points A and B, not only was the amplitude of the cerebellar evoked response zero, but there was, in addition, no conditioning effect by the cerebellarsurface stimuli on the trigeminal evoked response, indicating that the cerebellar electrode was not likely positioned appropriately on the cerebellar surface. Therefore, these two data points were excluded from the subsequent correlation of the total number of seizures with the amplitude of the cerebellar evoked response (solid line). The dashed line was drawn through the mean number of seizures of the control group to illustrate that stimuli applied to the cerebellar surface can increase or decrease the total number of seizures and that this effect may be related to whether stimuli of equal strength evoke a cerebellar response of small or large amplitude.
dicate that the neuronal substrate mediating the evoked response did not directly affect the activity in the penicillin foci. However, when the results were more closely inspected, these two p a r a m e t e r s seemed to be inversely related. In order to reach this conclusion, the assumption was made that the electrodes could not be positioned on the cerebellar surface with the same degree of contact and at the same exact location in each animal. As a consequence, stimuli applied to the cerebellar surface could not be expected to be equally effective in activating the underlying neuronal tissue in different animals. The absence of both the cerebellar evoked response and a conditioning effect on the amplitude of the trigeminal evoked response was therefore assumed to indicate that the stimulating electrode was positioned inappropriately for the stimuli to alter the cerebellar output. If this latter assumption is correct, then the data of two animals from which neither an evoked response nor a conditioning effect could be recorded can be excluded from the calculations of the correlation coefficients (see Fig. 1 I, data points A and B) , since the stimuli in these animals likely did not activate the neuronal tissue underlying the electrode. This conclusion was supported by the histological evaluation revealing that a hemorrhagic area on the cerebellar surface was observed at the location where the stimulating electrodes were situated. A recalculation of the correlation coefficients of the data points from the remaining 10 animals (see Methods) showed a negative cor-relation of the total number of seizures with the amplitude of the cerebellar evoked response (correlation coefficient =-0.77), indicating that an increase in the amplitude of the cerebellar evoked response was correlated with a decrease in the total number of seizures.
The inverse relationship between the amplitude of the cerebellar evoked response and the total number of seizures is represented by the solid line in Fig. 11 . The intersection of this line with the abscissa would be predicted to occur near the mean number of seizures for the unstimulated group (at 378, Table 4 ) if the number of seizures depended only on the amplitude of the cerebellar evoked response. But, in all animals whose total number of seizures was greater than the mean of the unstimulated group, the cerebellar-surface stimuli did alter the amplitudes of the trigeminal evoked response even though the amplitude of the cerebellar evoked response was small, if present at all. Consequently, these observations suggest that the neuronal substrate mediating the cerebellar evoked response was likely not the sole cause for the inverse relationship between this response and the total number of seizures. This conclusion gains further support from the additional observation that the pattern of cerebellar activity evoked by the surface stimulus, which resulted in the significant increase of seizures of short duration in the stimulated group as compared to the control group (Fig. 8) , might not be solely related to the activation of the pathway responsible for generating the cerebellar evoked response, since the correlation of the number of short seizures with the amplitude of the cerebellar evoked response indicated that these two parameters varied independently (correlation coefficient = 0.14). In summary, then, the effectiveness of the cerebellar-surface stimulus in altering the cerebellar output might to some extent be related to changes in the activity of the penicillin focus (Fig. 8) , and may be inversely related to the total number of seizures per animal (Fig. 11) .
The conclusion that stimulation of the cerebellar surface may alter the activity in a penicillin focus is based solely on a statistical data analysis which indicated that the differences between histograms constructed from the durations of all the seizures in a group (Fig. 8) could not have occurred by chance with a high probability. Inspection of Fig. 8 , however, suggests that the differences in seizure duration (Fig. 8) between nonstimulated and stimulated groups were small, indicating that cerebellar-surface stimulation might only weakly affect seizure activity in a penicillin focus. Even though the histograms in Fig. 8 appear to support this contention, the large variations in the values of the parameters, especially among the animals in the stimulated group, might have lessened the difference between groups. For example, if the stimulus strength were adjusted for each animal in the stimulated group such that the amplitude of the cerebellar evoked response would have been maximal and the same for all animals, then, on the basis of the inverse relationship between this amplitude and number of seizures (Fig. 11) , the activity in a penicillin focus might have been affected to a greater degree and the parameters more noticeably altered. Consequently, even though the present study may indicate that the effect may only be weak, the experimental design was not appropriate to quantitate the degree of effectiveness of stimuli applied to the cerebellar surface in reducing seizure activity.
The results from our study provide some experimental support for the clinical observation that the frequency of intractable and non-focal seizures was decreased in patients by electrical stimulation of the cerebellar surface. 8 This conclusion is based on the apparent inverse relationship of the total number of seizures with the amplitude of the cerebellar evoked response (Fig. 11) . However, the amplitude value at which the number of seizures on the abscissa corresponds to the mean of the control group (Fig. 11, dashed line) for an animal in the stimulated group is not zero for any given experiment. On the basis of this observation, the total number of seizures can be predicted to be larger than the mean number in the control group if the cerebellar stimulus only evokes a response of small amplitude (data points to the right of dashed line). Consequently, without a determination of the degree of alteration of cerebellar and extracerebellar neuronal activity produced by the electrical stimuli, either an increase or a decrease in the number of seizures with respect to the control group might be observed in different ex-periments even though the stimulus parameters are the same in all experiments.
The lack of measuring the effectiveness of the applied stimuli in altering the excitability of the underlying neuronal tissue by many of the previous investigators may explain in part the differences in the results from their studies. However, it should be emphasized that the data from the present experiments do not conclusively demonstrate a strong inverse relationship between the amplitude of the cerebellar evoked response and the number of seizures. The analysis demonstrates only that the correlation coefficient is different from zero; however, because of the small number of data points, the 95% confidence interval is -0.26 to -0.94 (0.05 level of significance). Therefore, additional experiments are essential to establish this important relationship conclusively.
The data imply, however, that the parameter settings on a clinical stimulator might not necessarily determine the therapeutic effectiveness of the electrical stimuli. Rather, because of the expected variability in the degree of contact between the electrode and the cerebellum, an assessment of the extent to which a given set of stimulus parameters affects the activity in cerebellar output pathways appears to be essential. Without such an evaluation, the success or failure of this treatment cannot resolve satisfactorily the basic question of whether stimulation of the cerebellar surface is therapeutically effective. Therefore, standard noninvasive tests that can be administered with ease, that are quantifiable, and that are based on our present understanding of cerebellar output systems should be developed in conjunction with the evolution of this new therapeutic procedure.
